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1: Internet Loves Dad's Oblivious Response To His Daughter's Lady Issues - FAIL Blog - Funny Fails
10 Responses to "Oblivious to or of?" thebluebird11 on January 10, pm. Obviate the word "oblivious"? No way! My
friends know me as the Queen of Oblivion. I do not watch TV, read newspapers, go online for news or keep up on muc.

This indicator does not take sentiment surveys into account â€” instead it is purely based on a variety of
market prices and positioning data that are held to reflect investor sentiment. Not surprisingly, this indicator
often has contrarian implications. It is quite stunning to what extent it is currently diverging from stock prices.
Global risk sentiment red vs. The article can be found here. Here is the decisive excerpt: Potential risks are
especially lurking in the US market. Investors are turning a blind eye on possible adverse effects for equities
as economic optimism fades. Would behavior be consistent with expectations should reactions follow suit â€”
with negative consequences for equity price developments. Strategic bias toward US stocks vs. To this it
should be noted that investors in the US stock market can no longer rely on the Federal Reserve having their
back â€” at least not before stock prices are a lot lower. Consider how the imposition of the federal funds
target rate works. In the pre-crisis world, the Fed would simply add to or drain reserves from the interbank
lending market in order to manipulate the FF rate to its desired target. Whenever commercial banks were
expanding credit and were demanding more reserves than were offered by other banks, the effective FF rate
would be pushed up. The answer is, it cannot possibly be done in this manner anymore. By setting the interest
it pays on excess reserves at the upper boundary of the FF rate corridor, the Fed can prevent banks from
offering large amounts of reserves in the overnight interbank lending market, since they can earn more interest
for them from the Fed directly. It can conversely also stoke the supply of reserves from the banking system by
paying less on bank reserves. Thus the Fed can actively expand the money supply at any time, even while it
hikes rates! It is important to be aware of this fact. Why Faith in the Central Bank Put is Misguided It is
perhaps not surprising that investors have such faith in central banks saving their bacon â€” after all, it is
common knowledge that unbridled money printing has been the main driving force behind asset price
inflation. When central banks or commercial banks with central bank assistance are expanding the money
supply, it is an apodictic certainty that some prices in the economy will rise. Given the manner in which new
money enters the economy, it is quite normal that securities prices are among the first prices to rise, and
clearly they are also among the prices affected the most by an expansion of the money supply. US money
supply TMS The tinder for the party on Wall Street â€” US money supply expansion â€” click to enlarge. It is
doubtful whether stock prices can rise much further unless money supply growth re-accelerates. This seems
unlikely to happen in the near term. It is clear though that the Fed is going to resume monetary pumping if the
pressure from declining asset prices becomes big enough. A point investors seem to be forgetting though is
this: Once risk aversion increases and the market begins to decline, central banks are reactive, and they only
react once there is considerable market upheaval. Investors are then faced with the fact that whatever actions a
central bank takes to pump up money supply growth again, the effect will only arrive with a considerable lag.
In short, the Federal Reserve will be unable to prevent a crash or a bear market. It has always been unable to
prevent bear markets from unfolding. Obviously, if it were otherwise, stocks would never have declined
between and or and or at any other time for that matter. This indicator shows whether the expectations of
economists regarding economic data points are exceeded or undercut on average. Normally it tends to
fluctuate quite quickly within its historical range, but recently it has recovered only very reluctantly, has
remained in negative territory since January and seems to be turning back down already after merely
recovering half of its previous decline: While the recent string of weaker-than-expected economic data is not
yet indicating an imminent US recession, it is getting ever closer to doing so. The danger of a very large
denouement is quite elevated in light of extant leverage record high margin debt and excessive valuations.
This could turn out to be a costly mistake. If or rather when faith in the omnipotence of central banks
crumbles, we could see an unusually severe market dislocation. Louis Federal Rserve Research.
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2: Oblivious Garden - Eroge Download | Eroge Download
The USA oblivious to the rise of a resistance movement in response to its interference in Iraqi elections Posted on
05/09/ 05/09/ by Elijah J Magnier Baghdad by Elijah J. Magnier: @ ejmalrai.

In his piece, " A Time for War: Take the Pledge to Protect America ", Lively claims that he would have shot
Omar Mateen if he were at the Pulse nightclub during the shooting. He refuses to admit that his homophobic
activism played any role in the Orlando shooting. If I had been present and armed when Mateen opened fire, I
would have shot and if necessary killed him to protect the people in that bar, including the homosexuals.
While in Christ I may choose to turn the other cheek regarding an offense against ME, I have no right to stand
idly by when someone attacks YOU right in front of me. I have a biblical duty to defend anyone, regardless of
their sexual proclivities, from murder if it is within my power to do so. I stand firmly against the sin of
homosexuality and against the sin of violence toward homosexuals. He contrasted Christian homophobia,
which allegedly wants gays "saved and healed", with Islamic homophobia, which wants gays to be murdered.
Lively never countenances the idea that homophobia itself is wrong, or that all homophobia contributes to a
cultural atmosphere of homophobic violence. Lively vows to use force to stop terrorists, should he find
himself in the midst of a terrorist attack, and urges Christian men to take the same pledge. Furthermore, a
bystander would be powerless against a bomb blast or assault rifle in an actual terrorist attack, so his pledge is
moot. I think all Americans, including Christians, should from this day forward be ready to personally respond
to any terrorist incident with force. I hereby make a pledge that if I ever find myself in a situation where a
terrorist begins killing people around me, I will take whatever action is necessary to stop him, even at the risk
of my own life. I urge every Christian reading this column â€” especially the men â€” to take this pledge as
well. In his usual livid fashion, he made sure to point out that the Ottoman Turkish sultan "demanded as part
of his tribute from Christian Europe boys per year to submit to homosexual sodomy as sexual slaves". After
reflecting on the "barbarously cruel and relentless Muslim hordes" that threatened Europe in centuries past, he
defended the Crusades as a legitimate response to "this centuries-long campaign of Muslim aggression". Ever
the homophobe and misogynist, Lively claimed that American children are being "brainwashed" with both
"pro-Islam propaganda" and pro-LGBTQ messages. Instead, he argues, America should return to "masculine
Christianity" and patriarchal families. He is using the Orlando shooting as an opportunity to to slam Muslims
and champion his worldview, not to cultivate real empathy for the shooting victims. He encourages male
dominance and toxic masculinity while ignoring the relationship between toxic masculinity , patriarchy , and
mass killings. He promotes homophobia in the wake of a homophobic attack. He proposes a hateful,
us-versus-them interpretation of religion in response to the crimes of a man infected by hateful,
us-versus-them religion. His hypocrisy would be funny in less tragic circumstances.
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3: Confirming and Disconfirming Responses
In last month's issue of the CIDM e-newsletter, JoAnn Hackos wrote that in oblivious organizations, management does
not yet recognize the need for standard publications and is not ready for content management. The following are
responses to that article.

What if the sticker means the owner thinks copulating with automobiles is great? I would wait until they cool
off a bit first. BackwardsBoy 3 zombie on Jul 3, at 9: You inspired me to update the post. Look at that guy
getting some tail pipe!!! OK, off to pull out my eyes! I appreciate that very much. All your previous
photoblogging was very informative. But not warning us about that last photo was a bit much. Nate Whilk 6
Scott on Jul 22, at 6: Well, this is certainly indicative of the mental disease that is leftism. Nor does a
feather-headed Al Gore as the leader of the environmental movement. A wealthy person who squeaked
through Yale as a Religion major and whose Daddy made a fortune off of strip mining cannot be taken
seriouslyâ€¦except by mentally deficient people. Could he ride a bike? Maybe get a job closer to his residence?
All my guilt and angst about polluting the environment and causing noise and congestion has dissipated! Now,
where was that bustier and stockings???? Scott 7 Winslow on Jul 28, at O Z, no more ennui! It is not my first
time to go to see this web site, i am visiting this website daily and obtain good data from here all the time. The
Russians blame the Israelis, the Israelis deny, but it seems to me that the Russians are lying eg here: It now
serves only itself. Refer to the iconic portrait of John Lennon and Yoko Ono made just hours before his
murder. Ono laying fully-clad, dark clothes. Lennon naked, wrapped against her in adoration. Maybe that
afternoon, Ono was out to prove Lasch right. We are linking to this great content on our website. Keep up the
great writing.
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4: Oblivious Synonyms, Oblivious Antonyms | www.enganchecubano.com
The Daily Show's "field reporters" have dealt with a fair amount of hilariously oblivious responses from interviewees over
the years, but on last night's show, correspondent Aasif Mandvi appeared.

Posted on March 20, by dontdestroyrelationship We do not observe our partners enough until it is too late. It is
not until they have become aloof, withdrawn or are walking around with a smug look of satisfaction that
forces us to notice something is different. What is interesting about the look is most likely; we did not put it
there. Either way we are late on the observation draw. We are being oblivious of the obvious by not observing.
This does not always denote the change is working against the relationship, but if we were observing, we
would know. Knowing your partner is more than knowing their favorite color, food, or a pet peeve. There is a
reason why your partner is the way they are. Everything connects togetherâ€” their past, their today and their
future, has either made or is making the person before you. The more you make your partner a person of
interest, the more you will know about them. We are not built to be alone, and most of us do not want to be;
but when it comes to being in a relationship, we are sometimes too self-focused, and remiss of what is going
on with our partner. We take them for granted, believing they will always be there. Taking someone for
granted is nothing but pure negligence. There are many ways to observe your partner: Are they on edge when
they are normally calm? Do they snap when stressed? When observing, we are not looking for faults. Do not
make accusations. Everything is not about you. We are observing to know them better. Some things only come
by observing. Is your partner trying to be calm and actually appear awkward when they are normally lively
and passionate? Are they staying away from the house more? Are they avoiding anything? Listen as they walk
through the house. Is there anything they are concerned about? You are building your intuitive skillâ€” an
excellent skill to have! Again, this is very helpful in knowing and understanding your partner. You will be
more on top of what is going on, rather than being oblivious and end up watching something happen, when
you could have foreseen, and perhaps prevented it from happening. Things happen when we are not watchful.
Being too caught up in our individual lives depletes the togetherness as a couple, creating division, eventually
developing a fracture in the relationship. Just because your partner is coming home as scheduled why are we
clocking grown folk anyway? Do not be so secure in being lackadaisical. You just might be oblivious to the
obvious of simmering trouble or an issue afoot. Sit on my lap and tell me how your day was. Sweetie, talk to
me. What is on your mind? Come and have tea with me. Being observant and involved minimizes any
possibilities of your partner needing external resources to confide in. In return, you open more ways of
communicating that will generate more involvement in the relationship. The conversations will increase rather
than becoming scarce and the value will increase rather than becoming shallow in dialogue. Do not be
oblivious to the obvious.
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5: HBO Europe Greenlights Czech Series â€˜Obliviousâ€™ â€“ Variety
Your insight on oblivious vs obvious show us in great details, the fine line of our intuitiveness, with our partner! We are
guilty of becoming so "self involved", we tend to negate the needs of our partner, thus causing a segregation within the
home.

First of all, sauropods really did have individual sensory nerve cells that ran from their extremities tip of tail,
soles of feet â€”and from the rest of their skinâ€”to their brainstems. In the longest sauropods, these cells were
probably something like feet long, and may have been the longest cells in the history of life. This is all rehash
for regular readersâ€”see this post and the linked paper. So how long does it take to send a nerve impulse feet?
The fastest nerve conduction velocities are in the neighborhood of meters per second, so a signal from the very
tip of the tail in a foot sauropod would take about half a second to reach the brain. Is it possible that sauropods
had accelerated nerve conduction velocities, to bring in those distant signals faster? To the brain, probably not.
The only ways to speed up a nerve impulse are to increase the diameter of the axon itself, which some
invertebrates do, and to increase the thickness of the myelin sheath around the axon, which is what vertebrates
tend to do some invertebrates have myelin-like tissues that apparently help accelerate their nerve impulses,
too. Fatter axons mean fatter nerves, and for at least half the trip to the brain, the axons in question are part of
the spinal cord. And we know that sauropod spinal cords were pretty small, relative to their body size, because
the neural canals of their vertebrae, through which their spinal cords passed, are themselves smallâ€”Hatcher
wrote about this more than a century ago. Incidentally, you can experiment with the density of sensory nerve
endings in your own body. Close your eyes or blindfold yourself, and have a friend poke you in various places
with chopsticks. Could predators have taken advantage of the comparatively long nerve conduction velocities
in sauropods? I seriously doubt it, for several reasons: Simple reflex arcs are governed by interneurons in the
spinal cord. The tail-tip-to-spinal-cord distance was a lot shorter than the tail-tip-to-brain route. For example,
each of the sciatic nerves running down the backs of your thighs is much larger in cross-section than your
entire spinal cord. If sauropod peripheral nerves were selected for fast conduction, they might have been
bigger and faster than anything around today. This assumes that said theropod was able to sneak right up to the
sauropod without being detected. You go try that with a big wild herbivore and let me know how it works out.
Also, a big animal tolerating your presence, because you are pathetically small and weak, is not the same as it
being unaware of your presence. All of this assumes the theropod only went for the bony whip-lash at the tip
of the tailâ€”the fastest-moving extremity, and the least-nourishing single bite anywhere on the target. A foot
sauropod would probably mass somewhere between 50 and tons, and would be capable of dealing incredible
damage to even the largest theropods, which maxed out around 15 tons. A theropod big enough to go after a
foot sauropod would also be subject to fairly long nerve-conduction delays, which would limit whatever
trifling advantage it might have gotten from such delays in the sauropod. From there on down, you just have
nerve roots. So the shortest reflex arc from your big toe has to go up to your lower back and return. Why is
your spinal cord so short? After mid-childhood, your body keeps growing but your spinal cord stays the same
length, so you end up with this freaky little-kid spinal cord tucked up inside your grown-up vertebral column.
So did sauropod spinal cords stop at mid-back or go all the way into the tail? We have several conflicting lines
of evidence. We know that sauropods grew pretty quickly, but they also took a while to matureâ€”somewhere
between one and three decades, probably. Did that protracted growth period give their vertebral columns the
time to outgrow their spinal cords? Someone should go figure it outâ€”or at least figure out if it can be figured
out!
6: Oblivious | Definition of Oblivious by Merriam-Webster
Oblivious can also have to do with forgetfulness, and when it's used this way, it is often followed by of (but not to): The
child had brought in a snake she'd discovered in the garden, oblivious of the promise she'd made to leave all found
creatures outside.
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7: Aging, but Oblivious | Squared Away Blog
-Oblivious Garden This is a lavish palace built for the seven princesses. It is a "birdcage" glorified with the name
"garden." 9 Responses to "Oblivious.

8: Republic of Gilead: Scott Lively's Oblivious Response to the Orlando Shooting
14 Responses to "The Oblivious Hypocrisy of Bay Area Bumper Stickers" Track Responses to This Entry With the RSS
Feed Send a Trackback Write a Response 1 Bilwis, Devourer of Low Glycemic Souls on Jul 3, at am.

9: Oblivious of the Obvious | The Relationship Destroyers
Ezra Levant of www.enganchecubano.com reports on Justin Trudeau's tone-deafness to Donald Trump's decision to put
tariffs on steel. MORE: www.enganchecubano.com
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